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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let H denote a complex Hilbert space. Let L(H) be the complex Banach 
space of all bounded linear operators on H, and L(H)*, the conjugate space 
of L(H). By an operator function f on a domain D, i.e., an opn connected 
subset of the complex plane, we mean that f(z) E L(H) for every z E D. An 
operator function f on a domain D is said to be analytic if &f(z)) is 
analytic on D in the classical sense for every a, E L(H)*. A,(D) will indicate 
the set of all analytic operator functions on D into L(H). It is well-known 
that most of the results of complex function theory, such as Cauchy’s 
integral theorem, Taylor expansion, Cauchy estemates, the maximum 
modulus principle and so on, are applicable to A,(D). We will appeal to 
them frequently. For references, we refer the reader to (71. 
In [5], K. Fan proves the following 
THEOREM A (K. Fan). Let T be a proper contruction (i.e., 11 TII < 1) olt 
a complex Hilbert space H, and let f be an analytic scalar function on the 
open unit disk A = {z: IzI < 1) with 1 f(z)/ < 1, z E A, then )I f(T)11 < 1. 
Here f(T) denotes the operator defined by the Riesz-Dunford integral ([4, 
p. 5681). 
f(T) =$. jrf(z)(z,- 0-l dz, 
where r is a positively oriented simple closed rectifiable contour lying in d 
and containing the spectrum of T in its inside domain. It was pointed out in 
[5] that Theorem A is closely related to the following important heorem of 
von Neumann ([5] or [9]): 
THEOREM B (von Neumann). Let f be an analytic scalar function on 
some neighborhood of the closed unit disk d= {z: Iz I < 1 } with If(z) < 1 for 
all z in 47 If T is a contraction (i.e., )I TII < 1) on a complex Hilbert space, 
then II fCOII < 1. 
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The purpose of this paper is to generalize in two settings both the Fan 
theorem and the theorem of von Neumann to analytic operator functions 
(Theorems 3.1, 3.2, 6.3, 6.4). We also make an extension of other results in 
[5] such as Schwa&s lemma and Pick’s theorem (Theorems 4.1, 5.2, 6.7, 
6.8). 
2. DEFINITIONS AND LEMMAS 
We begin with some definitions and lemmas, D will denote a domain in 
the complex plane unless otherwise specified. 
LEMMA 2.1. (1) A,(D) is a linear space. 
(2) f, g E A,(D) impiies h = f. g E A,,(D). 
(3) Suppose f E A,(D) and f( z is invertible for every z E D. Then 1 
f-‘definedbyf-‘(z)=f(z)-‘f or each z in D is an element of A,,(D). 
ProoJ: Theorem 3.10.1 in [ 7, p. 931 asserts that f E A,(D) if and only if 
for every z in D, there exists f’(z) EL(H) such that 
lim f(z +Az)-f(z) = f ‘(z) 
AZ-O AZ 
in the uniform operator topology. Then it is easy to verify that for f, g in 
A,(D) and 1, ,U E C(the complex field), 
@f + lug)‘(z) = Y’(z) + Pug’(z), 
df * g)‘(z) = f’(z) g(z) + f(z) d(z); 
and that 
f-“(Z) = -f-‘(z) f ‘(z) f -l(z), 
whenever f(z) is invertible for each z in D. This completes the proof. 
As usual, for TEL(H), o(T) indicates its spectrum. I stands for the 
identity operator on H. 
DEFINITTON 2.1. If f E A,(D) and T E L(H) with o(7) c D, define 
where r is a positively oriented simple closed rectifiable contour such that 
o(T) is contained in the inside domain 0 of r and 51 U r c D. The integral 
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exists in the uniform operator topology since z F+ f(z)(zZ - T)-’ is 
continuous on Z’ in the same topology ([7, p. 631). The integral is also well- 
defined by Lemma 2.1 just proved and Theorem 3.11.1 in [7]. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let D = {z: jz ) ( R} (R > 0). Suppose f E A,(D) with the 
Taylor expansion ([7, p. 971) 
f(z)= 2 B,z” for z E D, 
n=O 
where {B,} is a sequence in L(H). Zf T E L(H) with 11 TII < R, then 
f(T)= 2 B,T”. 
n=O 
Prooj Choose r > 0 so that (] TII < r < R. Let M= max{]] f(z)ll: IzJ = r}. 
By the Cauchy estimates ([7, p. 97]), we have I(B,l( < Mr-“, and hence 
Thus the series C B, T” is convergent in the uniform operator topology. Let 
v, be a linear function of norm 1 on L(H). Pick s > 0 so that ]( TII < s < r. 
Then 
‘p{B,(rZ - T)-‘ j z” dz 
= 2 rp(B,T”) 
It=0 
and hence 
f(T)- .$ BnT” 
n=o ill 
1 =- 
2n l/j 
,T,=s “TN cp(BnW- T)-‘z”)dz 
II 
<$-j:= c II&B,(se”Z - T)-‘)I[ s”+’ d6 
il>N 
1 2n 
So s c n>N Ilcoll . ll4Al . Il(se’eZ- T’II s’+’ de 
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<Mmax{l)(zI- T)-‘11: (zI=s} C r-V+’ 
n>N 
0 
n 
<M,s c f -to 
n>N 
as N+ co. Thus J(7) = 27 B, T”. This completes the proof. 
Suppose $ is a function on D into L(H), and T E L(H). Then we say that 
T and f are commuting if Tf(z) = f(z)T for all z in D. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let f, g E A,(D) and T E L(H) with o(T) c D. Then 
(1) (f+ g)(T) =f(T) + g(T)* 
(2) (f. g)(T) =f(T) e g(T) if T and g are commuting. 
(3) If f(z)-’ exists for all z in D, and T commutes with f, then 
f-‘(T) = f(T)-‘, i.e., 
f(T)-’ =&jr f(z)-‘(zZ- T)-’ dz. 
Here r is a positively oriented simple closed rectifiable contour whose inside 
domain 0 contains a(T) and R U r c D. 
Proof (1) is obvious. 
(2) Pick positively oriented simple closed rectifiable contours r,, r, 
so that o(T) is contained in the inside domain LI, of r,, the inside domain 
a, of r, contains 0, U r, , and a, U r, c D. Since T and g are commuting, 
we have, for LET,, zEr*, 
f(A)W- TY’g(z)(zl- T)-’ 
=f(A) g(z)(AI- q-‘{(ZI- T)- (AI- T)}(zZ- T)-‘(z-A)-’ 
=f(~)g(z)(~z-T)-‘(z-~)-‘-f(~)g(z)(zl-7y(z-A)-’ 
and then 
f(r)g(T)= (&)’ jr,f(W-TF’dJjFzg(z)(zWF’dz 
= (&)zJr,l,, 
f(A)g(z)(AI-T)-‘(z-A)-‘dzdA 
f(A) g(z)(zI- T)-‘(z -A)-’ dz dA 
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=A, +A,. 
The change in the order of integration above is justitied since the integrand is 
continuous in (A, z) on r, x r2 in the uniform operator topology. By 
Theorems 3.11.1, 3.11.3 in [7], 
& j g(z)@ - A)-’ dz = g(A), 
r2 
I f(,l)(z - A) - ’ dA = 0. rl 
Therefore, A, = 0, and 
Thus f(T) g(T) = Cf. g)(T). Clearly, (3) is a consequence of (2). The proof 
is complete. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let f E A,(D,), g E A,(D,) satisfy the condition that for 
each compact set K, in D,, there exists a compact set K, in D, such that 
u( g(z)) is contained in K, for every z in K, . Then the “composite function” 
h=f 0 g defined by h(z)=f(g(z))f or z E D, is an element of AH(D2). In 
particular, if g is of the form g(z) = i(z where d is an analytic scalar 
function on D, into D,, then h = f o g E AH(D2). 
Proo$ Let z,, E D,. Pick r>O so that {z:Iz-zol<r}cD2. Let 
r2 = {z: )z -z,,] = r} and a2 = {z: ]z - zO( < r}, and let K, be a compact set 
in D,, which contains each a( g(z)) for ]z - zO] < r. Choose a positively 
oriented simple closed rectifiable contour rl such that the interior domain 0, 
of rI contains K, and R, UT, c D,. Then for z E R,, we have 
h(z)=f(g(z))=$.jr,f(w)(wZ-g(z))-’dw. 
Since for any fixed w on rl, z H (WI - g(z))-’ is analytic on R, = 
(z: (z - zO( < r}, it follows from Lemma 2.3 that 
(w~-g(z))-l=&jr~(wZ-g(u))-l(u-z)-’d~ for wEr,,zEQ, 
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which shows 
*/ / f(w)(wI- g(u))-‘(u-z)-‘dudw, ZER,. 
rl r2 
Let q~ be any bounded linear functional on L(H). Put 
NW, u) = u-(w)(w~ - g(u)) - ll for wEr,,uEr,, 
m(w, u)(u - z) - ’ du for wE~,,zEa,. 
Then 
O(z)) = I,, Ww z> dw, ZER,. 
Since m(w, U) is continuous in’ (IV, U) on r, X r,, we see easily that for each 
fixed w on r, , M(w, z) is an analytic scalar function of z on 0,) and that for 
each fixed z E &I,, M(w, z) is a continuous function of w on r, . Therefore, 
p(h(z)) is analytic on 02, and so is h by definition. This completes the proof. 
LEMMA 2.5. Let f E A,(D,), g E A,(D,) be as described in Lemma 2.4. 
If TEL(H) commutes with g, and a(T)cD,, o(g(T))cD,, then 
df Cl g)(T) = fw9). 
Proof: Pick a positively oriented simple closed rectifiable contour r2 
such that the inside domain Q, of I’, contains a(T) and 0, U r2 c D,. By 
our assumption, there exists a compact set K, in D, with u( g(z)) c K, for all 
z E (0, U r,). Then choose a positively oriented simple closed rectifiable 
contour r, so that both u( g(T)) and K, are contained in the inside domain 
Q, of r, and .R,Ur, CD,. Then we have 
f(g(T)) =&~r,f(w)(w~- g(T))-’ dw. 
By Lemma 2.3, for w E r, 
(WI- g(T))-’ =&i,, (WI- g(z))-‘(zl- T)-’ dz. 
Thus 
fMT))= (&)‘i,,i, fW>W- g(z))-‘W- T’dzdw 2 
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The change in the order of integration is justified since (wl- g(z))-’ is 
continuous in (w, z) on ri x r, ([2, p. 11 I), and so is the whole integrand. 
The proof is complete. 
We denote by N,(D) the set of all those f E A,(D) such that f(z) f (w) = 
f(w) f(z) and f(z) f(z)* = f(z)*f(z) for all z, HJ E D. 
Clearly, if f is a scalar function analytic on D, then f, defined by f(z) = 
&z)l, is an element of N,(D). 
LEMMA 2.6. Let D = {z: (zl (R}, (R > 0). Suppose f, g CA,(D) with 
the Taylor expansions ([7, p. 971) 
f(z)= F B”Z” for z E D, 
II=0 
g(z)= 2 C,z” for z E D. 
n=O 
Here both {B,] and {C,} are sequences in L(H). Then 
(1) f(z) g(w) = g(w) f(z) for all z, w E D if and only if 
B, C, = C,B, for all n, m = 0, 1,2 ,... . 
(2) f E N,(D) if and only if {B,} is a sequence of normal operators 
commuting puirwise. 
(3) Suppose f(z)-’ exists for every z in D. Then f is an element,of 
N,(D) ifund only if f -’ is. 
ProoJ (1) Let T E L(H). We shall show that if T and f are commuting, 
then T commutes with B,‘s. Indeed, Tf(0) = f (0)T is TB, = B, T. Thus, we 
have 
T f, BF’ j = ( 5 for all z E D with z # 0. 
n=1 
Since f is continuous on D in the uniform operator topology, it follows that 
T= B,T. 
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By induction, we see that TB, = B,T, n = 0, 1,2 ,.... Therefore, for any fixed 
w in D, that &If(z) =f(z) g( w ) f or each z in D implies g(w)B, = B, g(w) 
for all n = 0, 1, 2 ,... . As w is an arbitrary number with ] WI < R, we obtain 
B, C, = C,B, for all n, m = 0, 1,2 ,... . Conversely, if B,C, = C,B, holds 
for any n, m = 0, 1,2,..., it is readily seen that f(z) g(w) = g(w)f(z) for all 
z, w E D. Thus, (1) is proved. 
Now we turn to (2). Suppose f E N,(D). Then f(z)f(w) = f(w)f(z) for 
all z, w E D. By (l), we see that B,B, = B,B,, n, m = 0, 1,2 ,... . Since f(z) 
is normal for each z E D, it follows from Fuglede-Putnam-Rosenblum’s 
theorem ([12, p. 3001) that f(w)f(z)* =f(z)*f(w) for any z, w in D, and 
hence B,B$ = B,*B, for all n, m = 0, 1, 2,..., that is, {B,} has the desired 
property. Conversely, if {B,} is a sequence of commuting, normal operators, 
an elementary verification will show f E N,(D). 
(3) is obvious. The proof is complete. 
LEMMA 2.7. Suppose B,, B, ,..., B, are normal operators on a complex 
Hilbert space such that 
(1) B,B,=B,B,, n, m= 1,2 ,..., k. 
(2) llBnll < 1, n = 1, 2 ,..., k. 
Then there exists a resolution of the identity, {E,: 0 < t < 1 }, such that 
(a) If T E L(H) commutes with B,‘s, T commutes with E,‘s. 
(b) Given 8’ > 0, there exist simple functions wl, w2 ,..., vk satisfying 
the following conditions: IIB, - si v,(t) a,lI < 8, and m=Il w,W 
0 < t < 1 } < 2, n = 1,2 ,..., k. 
Remark. By a simple function ly on [0, 11, we mean that there are 
intervals /3, = (as, a,,,], a, < as+l, s = 1,2 ,..., p (p < co) with [0, l] c 
Uf=, p, and complex numbers c,, cz,..., cp such that 
where x0, is the characteristic function of /?,. Then we define 
I ’ v(t) a, = 5 WA>. 0 S=l 
Proof We assume, first, that B,‘s are Hermitian operators. Let 
T,, = (2 + r)-‘(B, + I + rl), r > 0. 
Then o(T,) c (0, 11, and T,, T,,, = T,,, T,, , n, m = 1,2 ,..., k. By the Theorem in 
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[ 11, Section 1301, there exists a resolution of the identity, {E,: 0 < t Q 1 }, 
such that 
(a) If TE L(H) commutes with T,,‘s, T does with E,‘s. 
(b) Given 8’ > 0, there exist simple functions $r, &,..., QI, on [0, l] 
with the following properties: O<Q(t)< 1 and IIT,-.f,iW)dE,II < 
8/(2 + I). Put q,(t) = (2 + r) g”(t) - 1 - r. Then -1 - r < o,(t) < 1, and 
I(B, - ]A p,(t) &,]I < 8, n = 1, 2 ,..., k. Clearly, if Y is small enough, 
{E,:O<t< 1) and p,,&,“*,V)k have the properties requested. 
Next, suppose B, , B, ,..., B, are normal contractions (i.e., 11 B, I( Q 1 for all 
n) such that 
B, =&n-l + dzn, n = 1, 2 ,..., k. 
Here A 1 ,..., A,, are Hermitian contractions. Since B,‘s are commuting 
pairwise, so are A I ,..., A2k by F.P.R. theorem ([ 12, p. 3001). Hence we have 
a resolution of the identity, {E,: 0 < t < 1 }, and simple functions 
ly,, w2,..., &k such that 
(a,) If T E L(H) commutes with B,‘s and hence commutes with A,%, 
then TE, = E, T for t E [0, 11. 
(a2) l]Aj - JA v/j(t) dE,II < 48, j= 1, 2,..., 2k. 
(aJ -1 - r < vj(t) < 1, j = 1, 2 ,..., 2k. 
Set p,(t) = vZn-, + iyl,,(t) and choose I small enough. Then {E,: 0 < t < 1) 
and vl, v2 ,..., ok have the desired properties. The proof is complete. 
3. THE FIRST GENERALIZATION 
Now we are ready to extend K. Fan’s theorem (i.e., Theorem A). An 
operator T E L(H) will be called a contraction if II T(I < 1; a proper 
contraction if (] TII < 1. We denote by A the open unit disk (z: (z ( < 1 } in the 
complex plane throughout. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let H be a complex Hilbert space. Suppose f E N,(A) 
with [If(z < 1 for z E A. If T E L(H) is a proper contraction such that 
Tf(z) =f(z)Tfir every z in A, then IIf(T)II < 1. 
Remark. T is not necessarily normal. 
Proof: Suppose 
f(z)= 2 B,z” for z E A. 
n=o 
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By Lemma 2.6, {I?,} must be a sequence of normal operators commuting 
pairwise, and TB, = B, T, n = 0, 1, 2 ,... . Choose a positive number r with 
(( TI( < r < 1. Since f is analytic on A and ]/f(z)]] < 1 for every z in A, it 
follows from the maximum modulus principle for analytic vector functions 
([7, p. 1001) that 
max{]]f(z)]]: IzI = r} = 1 - 6 
for some positive number 6. By Cauchy estimates ([7, p. 97]), that 
]]f(z)]] < 1 for all z in A implies 
lP,II G 1, n = 0, 1, 2 ,... . 
Let m be a positive integer so that 
Then 
Therefore, the proof will be completed by showing that 
Since B,, B, ,..., B, are normal contractions commuting pairwise, we deduce 
from Lemma 2.7 that there exist a resolution of the identity, {E, : 0 Q t < 1 }, 
and simple functions Go, @jr,..., 9, on [0, 11: 
k=l 
for n = 0, l,..., m 
such that 
(a) TE, = E,T, t E [0, 11. 
(b) ((B, - IA Q,(t) dE,(I < 6/8(m + l), n = 0, l,..., m. 
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Clearly, Gp,, @, ,..., @,,, can be written in the form 
@n(t) = i ~P’Xo,(f) for n = 0, l,..., m 
k=l 
and we may assume &“) = 0 for n = 0, l,..., m if E@,) = 0 (we do assume 
that below). Put 
i.e., 
@(t, 2) = -f Q’,(t) zn for tE [0, l],zEd, 
n=O 
We claim that 
6 
I @Q, z)l < 1 - 5 for tE [0, l],/z(<r. 
Suppose, to the contrary, that there exist t, E [0, l] np, and Jzo( < Y such 
that 
i.e., 
Since for IzI < r, 
e,(t) dEtz” 
< B,, - j1 @At> dE,
0 
< 5 //B, -jl WWt 11 IzY + I/ f B,z” // + // 5 Bnz” I/ 
II=0 0 n=O nzm 
304 
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Then, by our assumption, I??(/?,) # 0. Take x E E&)H, x # 0. Thus 
This contradiction shows that for t E [0, 11, and IzI Q r, 
/ f @,(t)z” ~ = 1 qt, z)l < 1-G. 
n=O 
By Theorem A, we see that for any t E [0, 11, 
or 
Furthermore, from the property: TE, - -Et T for t E [0, 11, it follows that for 
x E H, 
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Consequently, 
which completes the proof. 
Remark. In Theorem 3.1 we suppose that the proper contraction T 
commutes with the operator function f: This requirement may seem strong, 
but can not be omitted, in general, as the following example shows. 
We recall some definitions. Suppose A and B are Hermitian operators on 
a complex Hilbert space H, in which the inner product will be denoted by 
(, ). By A > B, we mean that A -B is positive, i.e. ((4 - B)x, x) > 0 for 
each x E H. The notation A > B will indicate that A - B is both positive and 
invertible. 
Now suppose H is a two-dimensional complex Hilbert space with the 
orthonormal basis {e, e,}. Define, for x = Ae, + pe,, 
TX = $e,, 
Bx = ;Le, . 
It is easy to verify that B is Hermitian, BT= 0 and IlBll = II TII = +. Let US 
consider 
f(z)=(z--)(I--Bz)-’ for zEd. 
By Lemma 1 in [6] or Lemma 5.1 below in this paper, we have llf(z)ll < 1 
for z in A. Clearly, f E N,,(A) and 
f(z)=(z-B) (I+ 5 B”z”) 
n=L 
=z-B+ f B*z”+’ 
n=, 
- 3, B”+‘z”. 
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Lemma 2.2 asserts that 
f(T)= T-B+ 2 B”T”+‘- 5 B”+‘T” 
=T-B, 
observing that BT=O. But IIT- B/J > 1, i.e., ]]f(7’)]] > 1. 
Appealing to Theorem 3.1, we generalize von Neumann’s theorem, i.e., 
Theorem B. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let 6 > 0 and D = {z: Izj < 1 + 26). Suppose f E N,(D) 
with Ilf(z)ll ,< 1 for all IzI < 1. If TE L(H) is a contraction (i.e., 1) T(I ,< 1) 
commuting withf, then Ijf(T)II < 1. 
Here we recall that H is a complex Hilbert space and T is not necessarily 
normal as in the preceding theorem. 
Proof: As in the proof of the preceding theorem, we suppose 
f(z) = f B,z”, z E D, 
n=o 
where {B,} is a sequence of normal operators commuting pairwise by 
Lemma 2.6. If B, = 0 for all n > 1, the theorem is trivially true. Next, we 
assume that ]/j(z)]] f 1 for z E d. Then 
IIf(z)ll< 1 for zEd= {z:(z] < 1) 
by the maximum modulus principle for analytic vector functions ([7, 
p. 1001). For 0 ( r < 1, an application of Theorem 3.1 to rT and f shows 
that I] f(rT,)II ( 1. From the Cauchy estimates for analytic vector functions 
([7, P. 971): 
llB,Il <WI + @-n, 
where it4 = max { (I f (z)]] : ( z ( < 1 + 6}, it follows that 
IlfrII G If(T)-fml + IIfvII 
< 1 + 
/I 
g B,(l -r”)Tn 
n=1 II 
<1+(1--r) 2 lIBnl141W 
fI=l 
Q 1 + (1 - r)M g n(1 +8)-n. 
fl=l 
Letting r increase to 1, we see that ]I f(T)/1 < 1. Finally, suppose ]I f (z)ll E 1 
for all z Ed. By arguing as above, we obtain (1 f(T)]] < 1, which completes 
the proof. 
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A consequence of Theorem 3.2 is the following 
THEOREM 3.3. Suppose f E N,(A). For 0 < r < 1, let 
M(r) = max{]]f(z)j]: ]zI = T}. 
Then 
M(r) = max{llfV’lI: I  TII G 4, 
where T runs through the set of all operators of norm <r on H, commuting 
with J: 
Proof We omit since K. Fan’s proof of Theorem 3 in [5] applies to this 
setting. 
For brevity we introduce some notations: 
Z7, = (z: Re z > 0}, 
ZZ= {z:Rez>O), 
Z7_, = {z: Re z > -S} (6 > 0). 
Now we present some more statements which are intimately related to 
Theorem 3.1, omitting the proofs. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let H be a complex Hilbert space. Then: 
(1) Let f E N,(A) satisfy the condition: Re f(z) > 0, i.e., 
f(f(z) +f(z)*) > 0 f or z E A, and let T E L(H) be a proper contraction 
commuting with f: Then Re f (T) > 0. 
(2) Suppose f E N&Z+) with 11 f(z)/1 < 1 for z E ZZ, . rf TE L(H) 
satisfies the conditions: Re T > 0 and T commutes with f, then II f (T)ll < 1. 
(3) If f E NH(ZZ - 8) (6 > 0) satisfies the condition: )I f(z)/1 < 1 for 
z E ZZ, and zf T E L(H) commutes with f and Re T > 0, then )I f(T)11 Q 1. 
(4) Suppose f E N&Z+). Then for any r > 0 
max{]I f(z)/: Re z > r} = max{]] f(z)ll: Re T> rZ}, 
where T runs through the set of all operators with Re T > rZ and T 
commutes with f 
Considering that analytic scalar functions are of particular importance, we 
give the following 
THEOREM 3.5. Let D and S be domains in the complex plane and let 
A(D, S) stand for the set of all scalar functions analytic on D into S. Then: 
409/103/2-Z 
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(1) IfFEA(d,D), GEA(D,d), then IIG(F(T))(I < lforall TEL(H) 
with 11 T(J < 1. 
(2) Suppose F E A(A, D), G E A(D, II,). Then Re G(F(T)) > 0 for all 
TE L(H) with 11 TII < 1. 
(3) Let FE A(D+, D), GE A(D, A). Then IIG(F(T))(J < 1 for each 
T E L(H) with Re T > 0. 
(4) Let FE A(17, , D), G E A(D, IT,). Then Re G(F(T)) > Ofor every 
TEL(H) with Re T > 0. 
4. SCHWARZ'S LEMMA FOR ANALYTIC OPERATOR FUNCTIONS 
For two operator functions f, g, defined on a domain D, we say that J g 
are commuting if f(z) g(w) = g(w)f(z) for all z, w in D 
THEOREM 4.1 (Schwarz’s lemma). Let H be a complex Hilbert space, 
and let f = g . h, where g E A,(d), h E N,(A) such that II h(.z)ll < 1 for 
z E A, and llh(z)ll & 1 in case h is not a constantfunction. Suppose TEL(H) 
is a proper contraction (i.e., I( T(I < 1). 
(1) rf T commutes with h, then 
g(T) g(T)* afmfm”~ (4.1.1) 
II s(T)II 2 II f VN. (4.1.2) 
In case h is not of the form h(z) = N, where N is a normal operator of norm 
1, strict inequality holds in (4.1.1) if and only if g(T) g(T)* > 0. 
(2) Suppose T commutes with both h and g, and suppose h and g are 
commuting. Then we also have 
gm*m af(T)*f(T>, (4.1.3) 
in addition to (4.1. I), (4.1.2). Strict inequality occurs in (4.1.3) tf and only if 
g(T)*g(T) > 0 and h is not of the form h(z) = N with (JN(( = 1. 
(3) Zf equality holds in (4.1.2), then g(T) = 0 or h(z) = N, [(NJ1 = 1; if 
g(T) = 0 or h(z) E U where U is unitary, then there is equality in (4.1.2). 
Remark. Operator T is not necessarily normal and function f is not 
necessarily a member of N,(d). 
Proof (1) An application of Lemma2.3 shows that f(T)= g(T) h(T) 
and hence 
g(T) g(T)* -f(T)f(T>* = g(W- h(T) h(T)*} g(T)*. (4.1.4) 
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On the other hand, for any x E H, 
u-mfm*x9 x> = IlftT)*41Z G IlvJ*l12 II g(T)*41Z 
= Ilw7112(m gm*x, x> 
or 
e-7 g(T)” --fmfm* 2 (1 - llww) 07 @I** (4.1.5) 
If h(z) = N, ]]N]] = 1, then h(T) = N and hence 1 - ]]h(T)]]’ = 0. If h(z) f N, 
I] N]] = 1, then ]]h(z)]] < 1 for z E A, by the maximum modulus principle for 
analytic vector functions ([7, p. 1001). Thus ]]!@‘)]I < 1 by using 
Theorem 3.1. In other words, one has 1 - ]I h(r)]] * > 0 in any case. Then 
from (4.1 S) we deduce 
This is (4.1.1) which implies (4.1.2). It is readily seen by one more use of 
(4.1.5) that under the assumption that h(z) f N, I] N]] = 1, strict inequality 
holds in (4.1.1) if and only if g(T) g(T) * > 0. 
Now we turn to (2). Similarly, one can show that now inequality (4.1.3) 
holds besides (4.1.1), (4.1.2). We claim that g(T) g(T)* >f(T)f(r)* 
implies h(z) f N with ]]N]] = 1. Suppose, to the contrary, that h(z) = N, 
I/N]] = 1. Observe that N is normal by our definition of h. Since h and g are 
commuting, and T commutes with with h, g, we have, by Lemma 2.3, 
f(r) = NgtT) = gG’W. 
Consequently, N* commutes with g(7) (Fuglede-Putman-Rosenblum’s 
theorem, [ 12, p. 3001). Now (4.1.4) turns out to be 
g(T) gtT)* -ftT)ftT)* = V-NN*) g(T) g(T)*. 
However, from that g(T) g(T)* >f(T)f(T)*, it follows that both 
g(T) g(T)* and [g(T) g(T)* -f(T)f(T)*] are invertible. Thus (I- NN*) 
is invertible, i.e., I] N]] < 1. This contradiction shows the desired result. Now 
statement (2) is clear. 
Let us consider (3). Suppose equality occurs in (4.1.2). We show that if 
g(T) # 0, then h(z) 5 N with ]]N]] = 1. Otherwise, we suppose that h(z) f N, 
]]N]] = 1, which implies ]]h(T)]( < 1 as shown above. From f(T) = g(T) h(T), 
we have 
II fc9II G II WII II MII < II kmll. 
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This contradiction shows that h(z) = N, where N is normal and 1) NIJ = 1. 
Since it is easy to prove the other assertions, we leave it to the reader. 
Clearly, Theorem 3.1 is a special case (i.e., g(z) = I) of Theorem 4.1. 
COROLLARY 4.1.1. Let T be a proper contraction on a complex Hilbert 
space H, and let $ E N,(A) with IIf(z)ll < 1 for all z in A, and T commute 
with f: Suppose z , , zz ,..., z, are some (not necessarily all) of the zeros off in 
A, each of which is allowed to repeat not oftener than its multiplicity. Put 
for ZEA. 
Then we have (4.1.1), (4.1.2), (4.1.3). Suppose f is not of the form 
f(z) = g(z) h(z), w h ere h is not a constant function, but II h(z)11 E 1. Strict 
inequality holds in (4.1.1), (4.1.3) zf and only zf g(T) g(T)* > 0, 
g(T)*g( T) > 0, respectively, and f is not of the form f(z) = Ng(z), where N 
is a normal operator pf norm 1. If equality occurs in (4.1.2), then g(T) = 0 
or f(z) = Ng(z), (I N/I = 1; if g(T) = 0 or f(z) = Ug(z), where U is unitary, 
then there is equlity in (4.1.2). 
Proof K. Fan’s proof of Corollary 1 in [5] applies, mutatics mutandis, 
to this setting. 
COROLLARY 4.1.2. Let f E N,(A) with (I f(z)11 < 1 for all z E A, and let 
T E L(H) be a proper contraction commuting with f: rf f (0) = f (0)’ = -em = 
f (+ “(0) = 0, then 
T”T”“>f(T)f(T)*, (4.1.7) 
T*“T* 2 f (T)*f 6’3, (4.1.8) 
II T” II Z II f P-II. (4.1.9) 
Suppose f is not of the form f (z) = z”h(z), where h is not a constant function, 
but II h(z)11 E 1. Strict inequality holds in (4.1.7), (4.1.8) if and only if 
T”T*” > 0, T*“T” > 0, respectively, and f is not of the form f(z) = Nz”, 
where N is a normal operator of norm 1. If equality occurs in (4.1.9), then 
T” = 0 or f(z) = Nz” with 1) NII = 1; if P = 0 or f(z) = Uz”, where U is 
unitary, then there is equality in (4.1.9). 
Remark. The following example shows that equality can fail in (4.1.2) if 
h(z) = N, JINJ( = 1, where N is normal but not unitary. Let H be a two- 
dimensional complex Hilbert space with an orthonormal basis {e,, ez}. We 
define, for x = Le, + pe,, 
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TX = ine, + $tez, 
Nx=IZe,, 
f(z) = Nz for zEd. 
It is easy to verify that f, T satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 4.1. Here 
h(z) = N, 11 NII = 1 and g(z) = z. However, 
IIfP’Il = f < f = II TII = II N-N 
5. PICK'S THEOREM FOR ANALYTIC OPERATOR FUNCTIONS 
The following simple lemma will be useful. 
LEMMA 5.1. Suppose A, B are bounded linear operators on a Hilbert 
space H and B is invertible. Let 6 be a positive number. Then 
(1) jIAB-‘II < 6 is equivalent to A*A < @B*B. 
(2) IlAB-‘11 < 6 ifand only ifA*A < 6*B*B. 
Proof. (1) This follows from that II AB - ’ (I < 6 is equivalent to 
B*-‘A*AB-’ < 6’1. 
(2) IlAB-‘I( Q 6 if and only if IlAB-‘11 < S + l/n for each positive 
integer n, which, by (l), is equivalent o A*A < (6 + l/n)‘B*B. The desired 
result follows letting n + 00. 
THEOREM 5.2 (Pick’s theorem). Let H be a complex Hilbert space. 
Swpose f E NH@) with llf(zIl < 1 f or z E A, and T E L(H) is a proper 
contraction (not necessarily normal) commuting with f: If B is a normal 
proper contraction such that it commutes with both T and f, then 
(I- T*B)-‘(T* - B*)(T- B)(Z- B*T)’ 
2 V-fVl*fW-‘{f(T)* -f(B)*}{f(T)-f(B)}{I-f(B)*f(T)}-’, 
(5.2.1) 
(T- B)(I- B*T)-‘(I- T*B)-‘(T* -B*) 
> {f(T)-f(B)}(I-f(B)*f(T)}-‘{Z-ff(T)*f(B)}-’{f(T)* -f(B)*/, 
(5.2.2) 
W-WV--*T)-‘II 
> IllfV’I -f(B)}{I-f(B)*f(T)}-‘Il. (5.2.3) 
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ProoJ: Define pus by 
P&)=(Z+B)(I+B*Z)-l for zEd. 
By Lemma 5.1, 
Il&)ll < 17 zEA. 
Consider the “composite function” 
F(z) = (f o ill&)9 z E A. 
Here (J o p,,)(z) = S&(z)), by definition. Clearly, pll E N,(A). Suppose K, 
is a compact subset of A. By maximum modulus principle for analytic vector 
functions ([7, p. lOO]), we see that max{]lcl,(z)j]: z E Kz} = r < 1 and hence 
a&(z)) is contained in K, = {w: ] w ] < r} for all z E K, . Thus F is an 
element of A,(A) by Lemma 2.4. Since B (hence p8(z) for every z in A) 
commutes with f, it follows from Theorem 3.1 that 
IIfk9(z)Il < 1 for each z E A, 
i.e., 
IIWII < 1 for zEA. (5.2.4) 
Define, for z in A, 
g(z)= {F(z)-f(B)}{I-f(B)*F(z)}-‘. (5.2.5) 
Combining (5.2.4) with that Ilf(B)*Il = Ilf(B)II < 1 which follows from 
Theorem 3.1, one easily sees that g is well-defined. Furthermore, using 
Lemma 2.1, we have g E A,(A). We claim that g E N,(A) with I] g(z)]] < 1 
for z E A and g(0) = 0. Let 
f(z)= g A,z”, 
n=o 
Then Lemma 2.2 tells us that 
f(B)= 5 A,$“, 
n=O 
F(z)= 2 4,Mz)J”, 
n=O 
zEA. 
z E A. 
(5.2.6) 
(5.2.7) 
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Since f is an element of N,(d) and B is a normal proper contraction 
commuting with f, we deduce from Lemma 2.6 that FE N,(d) and 
F(z) f(B) = f(B) F(z), F(z) f(B)* = f(B)*F(z) for z in d. Now one can 
easily verify that g is an element of N,(d). Next, 11 g(z)11 < 1 follows from 
Lemma 5.1. As for g(0) = 0, it is a simple matter to be shown. 
Now put 
C=(T-B)(I-B*T)pl. (5.28) 
Lemma 5.1 shows that )/C/J < 1. Applying (5.2.6) (5.2.7) it is readily 
verified that C commutes with f(B), f(B)* and F. Thus C and g are 
commuting by using (5.2.5). 
Therefore we may appeal to Corollary 4.1.2 and have 
c*c 2 g(C) “g(C), 
cc* 2 g(C) g(c)*, 
II CII 2 II dC>ll. 
(5.2.9) 
(5.2.10) 
(5.2.11) 
We show that (5.2.9~(5.2.11) are precisely (5.2.1)-(5.2.3). In fact, 
Lemma 2.3 shows that 
or 
,uB(C) = (C + B)(I f B*C)-‘, 
,+,(C) = {(T- B)(I- B*T)-’ + B}{I+ B*(T- B)(I- B*T)-‘J-l 
= (T-B+B(I-B*T)}(I-B*T+B*(T-B)}-’ 
= T. 
An elementary verification shows that Lemma 2.5 is applicable tof, ,uB and 
C. Thus 
F(c) = .fOrdc)) = fG’-‘l 
A consequence of Theorem 3.1 is [If(T)11 < 1, i.e., llF(C]I < 1. Note that C 
commutes with F, f(B) and f(B)*. By Lemma 2.3, 
g(c) = F’(c) -f(B)}{I-f(B)*F(C)J-’ 
= {f(T)-f(B)}{I-f(B)*f(T)}-‘. (5.2.12) 
Combining (5.2.8), (5.2.12) with (5.2.9)-(5.2.11), we obtain (5.2.1~(5.2.3). 
The proof is complete. 
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COROLLARY 52.1. Let H be a complex Hilbert space. Suppose f is a 
analytic scalar function on A with ] f(z)1 < 1 for z E A, and T E L(H) is a 
proper contraction. If B is a normal proper contraction commuting with T, 
then we have (5.2.1), (5.2.2), (5.2.3). 
Remark. Corollary 5.2.1 is a generalization of Theorem 5 in [5] and 
interesting in itself as theory of analytic scalar functions plays an important 
role in analysis. 
6. ANOTHER GENERALIZATION 
DEFINITION 6.1. Let T be a bounded normal operator on a complex 
Hilbert space H, and let E denote the spectral resolution of the identity for 
T. If a(r) is contained in a domain D and f is a continuous function on D 
into L(H) in the uniform operator topology such that Tf (z) = f(z)T for 
z E D, we define 
f(T) = I,,,, f(w) dE, - 
The integral is understood in the Riemann-Stieltjes ense. More precisely, we 
mean that there exists an operator f(7) in L(H), which is the limit in the 
uniform operator topology of sums of the form 
where /I, ,..., /I,, are disjoint rectangles of the form (a,., bi] X (Ci, d,.], and 
wi E /J, o(Z) c lJy= 1 pi c D. Applying the classical argument, one can show 
that f(T) is well-defined since T and f are commuting. 
We recall that A,(D) denotes the set of all analytic operator functions on 
D (see Section 1). 
LEMMA 6.1. Suppose D is a domain in the complex plane. Suppose T is 
a bounded normal operator on a complex Hilbert space H with o(T) c D and 
E is the spectral resolution of T. Let f, g be functions on D into L(H), 
continuous in the uniform topology of operators such that T commutes with 
f; g. Then 
(1) I,(,,f(w)dE,>O iff(w)>Ofor all wEo(T). 
(2) II.&~fWWI Q m4llfWll: WE WN. 
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(3) JdT) f(w)* ev = LL,,, f(w) WV1 ** 
(4) k,(r) W-T(w) + w(w)1 a, = t km) f(w) dE, + rt Jim g(w) dEw, 
where <, q are complex numbers. 
(5) kcTj f(w) g(w) dE, = kcTj f(w) dE, - Jk) g(w) dE,. In particu- 
lar, iff(w) is invertible for each w in o(T), we have f(0-l =f-l(T). 
Proof. To exhibit the method of the proof, we show equality (5) only. 
Clearly, that g and T are commuting implies that for any Bore1 set /I in the 
plane, E@) commutes with g. Suppose (/Ii,..., &) is any partition of a(T) 
(see Definition 6.1). Then 
2 f(Wk) EGO,) * 2 gtWj)ECO,) = Zl:i f(Wk) g(Wj>EWk) EGa,) 
k=l j=1 k=l j=l 
= t ftwk) dwk) E@k>. 
k=l 
Taking the limit, we obtain equality (5). In a similar way one can easily 
prove the other relations. 
LEMMA 6.2. Let H be a complex Hilbert space and let D be a domain in 
the complex plane. Suppose T E L(H) is normal with the spectral resolution 
E and T commutes with f, then f(T) = f (T), i.e., 
(see Definitions 2.1, 6.1). 
Proof. Set r = f inf{lz - w I: z E r, w E a(T)}. By definition, to each 
8’ > 0, there correspends a positive number 6 such that if a partition rt = 
(j%feyiii “t;I,;f @“I with 44 < 4 w h ere d(z) is the maximal one of pk’s 
3 
Here wk E Pk. We may assume, at the same time, that 6 < min{r, Br2 } and 
Pk n a(T) # 0 for each k. Then for z E r, x E H, 
(Z&T)-‘- 2 (Z-wk)-LE(wk)‘x 2 
k=l 1 II 
= f, {(~~-~-‘E~k)-(~-wk)-lE(B,)/Eox/jl 
II 
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By Lemma 6.1, (2), 
sup 
/llj 
w - Wk 
o,(z-w)(z-wk)dEw :wkEpk9zE= /I I 
Thus for every z E r, we have 
On the other hand, 
([ 7, p. 961). Consequently, 
= ;I f(Wk)E@k) 
/I f(T) - ;I ftwk) Evk) I/ 
EdOk) dz1 II 
< maxi\! f(z)jl: z E T} max Ill (ZI- zy 
< 8 max{jl f(z)ll: z E r}(27c)-‘I, 
where I is the arc length of r. The proof is complete. 
A consequence of Lemmas 6.1, 6.2 is the following 
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THEOREM 6.3. Let H be a complex Hilbert space. Suppose f E A,(A) 
with II f(z)11 < 1 f or z EA. If T is a normal proper contraction on H, 
commuting with f, then 11 f( T)ll < 1. 
Proof By Lemmas 6.1, 6.2, 
II fv9II = II ml G m=WW)ll: w E WI} < 1 
since a(T) is a compact subset of the open unit disk A. The proof is com- 
plete. 
Remark. We may call Theorem 6.3 another generalization of K. Fan’s 
theorem (i.e., Theorem A) in some sense. It deserves to explain and 
emphasize that all (analytic) operator functions in Sections 3-5 have to be 
“normal” (i.e., they are members of N,(D)), while functions in Theorem 6.3 
and the following theorems get rid of the restriction of “normality”; on the 
other hand, operators occuring in the theorems of Sections 3-5 are ordinary 
members of L(H) except B (in Theorem 5.2), but we demand somewhat 
more of operators in Theorem 6.3 and later on, i.e, they must be normal. 
In what follows, all the theorems without proofs may be shown by 
applying verbatism of the proofs of similar theorems in the preceding 
sections. 
THEOREM 6.4. Let t> 0 and D = {z: I.z( < 1 + 26}. Suppose f E A,(D) 
with II f(zIl G 1 f or z E A. If T E L(H) is a normal contraction (i.e., 1) TII < 1) 
commuting with f, then I( f(T)/1 < 1. 
THEOREM 6.5. Suppose f E A,(A). For 0 < r < 1, let 
M(r) = max{ll f(z)11 : JzJ = r}. 
Then 
M(r) = maxlll f PII : II TII G 4, 
where T runs through the set of all normal operators of norm <r, commuting 
with f 
THEOREM 6.6. Let f E A,(A) satisfy the conditions: Re f(z) > 0 (i.e., 
i[f(z)* + f(z)] > 0) for all z in A, and let T E L(H) be a normal proper 
contraction commuting with f Then Re f(T) > 0. 
In fact, Theorem 6.6 can be easily derived from Theorem 6.3 and vice 
versa. 
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THEOREM 6.1. Let H be a complex Hilbert space and let f = g . h, 
g, h E A,(A) such that I( h(z)[l < 1 f or each z E d, and (1 h(z)11 f 1 in case h is 
not a constant function. Suppose T E L(H) is a normal proper contraction. 
(1) If T commutes with h, then 
G-7 &v-7* >fu-lfm*, (6.7-l) 
II &VIII 2 Ilfv-N (6.7.2) 
If h is not of the form h(z) = A, where A is an operator of norm 1, then strict 
inequality holds in (6.7.1) tf and only tf g(T) g(T) * > 0. 
(2) Suppose T commutes with both h and g, and suppose 
h(z) g(w) = g(w) h(z), &)*gtw) = g(w) h(z)* for all z, w E A. 
Then we also have 
gtT)*m 2 f(T) *f (T) (6.7.3) 
besides (6.7.1), (6.7.2). Strict inequality occurs in (6.7.3) if and only if 
g(T)*g(T) > 0 and h is not of the form h(z) E A, ((A)( = 1. 
(3) If equality holds in (6.7.2), then g(T) = 0 or h(z) = A (EL(H)) 
with [(A (I = 1; if g(T) = 0 or h(z) = U, where U is unitary, then there is 
equality in (6.7.2). 
Proof We point out, first, that if h(z) s A, I( A 1) = 1 (A is not necessarily 
normal, of course) and if T commutes with both g and h, then the conditions 
that Ag(w) = g(w)A, A*g(w) = g(w)A* imply both Ag(T) = g(T)A and 
A*g(T) = go,4 * by Lemma 2.5 since T is a normal operator commuting 
with A (hence TA * = A *T). 
For the remainder of the proof, we refer the reader to the proof of 
Theorem 4.1. 
COROLLARY 6.7.1. Suppose f E A,,(A) with I( f (z)ll < 1 fr all z E A and 
T E L(H) is a normal proper contraction commuting with f. Let zl, z2 ,..., z, 
be some (not necessarily all) of the zeros off in A, each of which is allowed 
to repeat not oftener than its multiplicity. Put 
for zEfl. (6.7.4) 
Then we have (6.7.1), (6.7.2), (6.7.3). Suppose f is not of the form 
f(z) = g(z) h(z), where h is not a constant function, but II h(z)11 = 1. Strict 
inequality occurs in (6.7.1), (6.7.3) tf and only if z,,..., z, are all in the 
resolvent set of T and f is not of the form f(z) = Ag(z), where A is an 
operator of norm 1. If equality holds in (6.7.2), then o(T) consists of some of 
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z1 ,..., z, or f(z) =Ag(z), [IA (I = 1; ifa is composed of some ofzl ,..., z, or 
f(z) = u/d 1 z , w h ere U is unitary, then there is equality in (6.7.2). 
Proof: First, we recall that S E L(H) is invertible if and only if S*S > 0 
and SS* > 0. Since the normality of T implies that g(T) is normal, it 
follows that g(T) g(T)* > 0 if and only if g(T) is invertible. We claim that 
g(T) is invertible if and only if zi,..., z, are all in the resolvent set of T. It is 
easily seen that the former follows from the latter. Suppose, conservely, that 
0 c a(g(7)). By the spectral mapping theorem ([2, p. 33; 4, p. 569]), 
GS’?) = gW’-‘l). Thus zl,..., z, are not in a(7). Secondly, observe that 
g(T) = 0 if and only if u(T) consists of some of z~,..., z,. To complete the 
proof, we refer the reader to the proof of Corollary 1 in [5]. 
COROLLARY 6.7.2. Let f E A,(A) with IIf(z)ll < 1 for z E A and let T be 
a normal proper contraction on H, commuting with f Suppose f(0) = 
f’(O)= . . . = f’“- “(0) = 0. Then 
T”T*“>f(T)f(T)*, (6.7.5) 
T*“T” >f(r)*f(T), (6.7.6) 
II T” II > Ilf U-II. (6.7.7) 
Suppose f is not of the form f (z) = z”h(z), where h is not a constant function, 
but IIh(z)jl E 1. There is strict inequality in (6.7.5), (6.7.) if and only if T is 
invertible and f is not of the form f(z) = AZ”, where A is an operator of 
norm 1. If equality holds in (6.7.7) then T = 0 or f(z) = AZ”, I/AI/ = 1; if 
T = 0 or f(z) = Uz”, where U is unitary, then equality occurs in (6.7.7). 
THEOREM 6.8. Let H be a complex Hilbert space and f E A,(A) with 
/If(z < 1 for every z in A. If T, B E L(H) are commuting normal proper 
contractions such that they both commute with& then 
(I-BT*)-‘(T*-B*)(T-B)(I-TB*)-’ 
h {I-f(B)*f(B)}“*{I-f(T)*f(B)}-’ 
x {f(T)* -fP)*W-fWfW*l-’ 
x {f(r) -ftB)}II-f(B)*f(T>}-‘{I-f(B)*f(B)}”*. (63.1) 
Proof: It is known ([ 1; 10, p. 1491) that 
Iz - WI2 ) I1 - $z]-2Z 
> v-ff(z)*f(z)wv-ff(w)*f(z)~-’ 
x {f(w)* -f(z)*w-f(z)f(z)*l-’ 
x {f(w)-f(z)w-ftz)*f(w)l-‘II-f(z)*f(z)Y’*. (6.83 
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Let E, F be the spectral resolutions of B, T, respectively. Integrating both 
sides of (6.8.2) with respect to E, F successively, inequality (6.8.1) is 
obtained by using Lemmas 6.1, 6.2. 
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